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The Dream of Althazar
What if may have replaced once upon a
time in fantasy fiction. The Dream of
Althazar dares our imagination to follow a
journey of major What ifs. Are not
journeys-quests-the
very
core
of
fantasies?Now, what if the Wise Men-the
Magi-were not the only ones to follow the
Star of Bethlehem?And what if this other
star journey was a bit skewed in time,
places,
and
especially
its
characters?Althazar, a very special bear, is
commissioned by his father to follow a star
to Althazars special, though unknown, lifes
destiny. Althazar is instructed to journey in
peace, with civility and respect for all
creatures and cultures.On this unusual
mission, Althazar gathers in some unusual
volunteers: Lothar, a restless bored wolf;
Greyl, a grief-stricken lonely goose; Borab,
an opportunistic gourmet wild boar; and
Dromed, an aged camel left behind from
the Magis original star journey.These five
very different animals come together with
their unique differences for one common
commitment-the journey-and ultimately
connect with a sixth animal-Solomon, the
donkey who ties together the Magi story,
their Star, the camel Dromed, and a very
special love that illuminates one dream-and
invites yet another.
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- 21 min - Uploaded by Cryptic HybridLets try out the latest demo of puzzle platformer Balthazars Dream which now
comes Balthazars Dream The End Playing With My Emotions - YouTube What if may have replaced once upon a time
in fantasy fiction. The Dream of Althazar dares our imagination to follow a journey of major What ifs. Are not
Balthazars Dream Trailer - YouTube - 19 min - Uploaded by Backslash & TildeBalthazars Dream game with Balthazar
the dog dreaming about his deceased owner. How to The Dream of Althazar by Nancy Lee Young - FictionDB - 13
min - Uploaded by Alpha Beta GamerBalthazars Dream - A Loyal Little Dog Attempts to Save His Owner http://www.
alphabetagamer Balthazars Dream: Balthazars Dream The House Bamboozle - 14 min - Uploaded by The Hidden
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LevelsIn this video, we show a preview of the Balthazars Dream game for Steam. Video was Balthazars Dream
Gameplay and Preview (Steam/PC) - YouTube Dont miss our deals and low prices! $12.95 for the dream of althazar.
Images for The Dream of Althazar - 15 min - Uploaded by GamersObservationFollow a dog through his dreams to save
his friend who is currently in a coma. If you enjoyed Balthazars Dream Review - The Golden Bolt - YouTube - 4 min Uploaded by Teta Music LabelAlcazar - Menage A Trois - Duration: 3:47. AlcazarVEVO 372,657 views 3:47. [
DASTREET The Maze Balthazars Dream Blind Part 2 - YouTube - 130 min - Uploaded by Cryptic HybridLets
channel our canine spirit animal and play indie platformer Balthazars Dream Balthazars Dream - The Hero We Need YouTube - 25 min - Uploaded by Miss Blue PlaysWelcome to the final episode of Balthazars Dream! Its been quite the
adventure for little BALTHAZARS DREAM! - Dog Dream Adventure ~ Balthazars - 21 min - Uploaded by
AnkfordForest of lost dogs was entirely accurate. That was a pretty difficult maze. ALSO, SEND ME Dream Beats
Feat. Alcazar - Feel 4 U - YouTube - 11 min - Uploaded by The Golden Bolts Game ReviewsToday, in my 30th proper
review, Im looking at the first PC game Ive played for the channel
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